homomorphisms of A onto B. We show that if B is 0-normal or 1-normal, A x B is hopfian.
In §6 we explore briefly the concept of super-hopficity. If all homomorphic images of A are hopfian, we say that A is super-hopfian. We show for example that if G is generated by a super-hopfian normal subgroup A and a normal subgroup B such that B has finitely many normal subgroups, then G is super-hopfian.
Unless otherwise stated, A will always designate a hopfian normal subgroup of G and F will designate an element of End on G. If g e G, 0(g) will designate the order of g, \G\ will designate the cardinality of G. If H<=-G and y is a positive integer, HT'1 will designate the complete pre-image of H under TK Finally, the author expresses his appreciation to Professor Donald Solitar for his suggestion to pursue the study of hopficity, for his construction of «-normal groups and for his valuable suggestions and comments given in the formative stages of this paper.
2. Some general theorems. We begin with a result that shows us that in some cases it suffices to consider infinitely generated hopfian groups A. 
Corollary
2. If G is a finitely generated group containing a subgroup N of finite index, N hopfian, then G is hopfian.
Corollary 3. If A is finitely generated, and \B\ < co, then AxB is hopfian.
Lemma 1. IfGjA is hopfian and ifAT^A, then Te Aut G.
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Proof. F induces an endomorphism of GjA onto itself in the obvious way. Since GjA is hopfian we conclude AT~X = A from which the conclusion easily follows.
Theorem 2. Let A and GjA be hopfian and suppose one ofthe following holds: (a) A<=ZiG), GjA centerless, (b) A a periodic group, GjA torsion free, (c) A and GjA = B both periodic groups such that if aeA, beB, then (0(a), Oib)) = 1.
Then G is hopfian.
Proof. Apply the previous lemma.
3. GjA an A.C.C. group.
Theorem 3. If B is a finite abelian group then G=AxB is hopfian.
Proof. It suffices to assume that B is cyclic of prime power order, say, |F| =/»" F=<F>. Throughout this discussion and the next one, we will use symbols a, at to designate elements of A.
Suppose first for a given T, we have bT-a. Let brai be a pre-image of b under T. Let u=bai and let v = ba~r+1. We may then verify, G = (b}xA = (u}A = (v)xA and uT=v. Let ^^(^F"1 n A so that <t)>F"1 = <MM1. Hence,
Hence A1 = \. Hence T is an isomorphism on A and without too much difficulty, one sees that F e Aut G. Now suppose bT$A, say bT=b"a. If (o, p) = l, we can find an automorphism S of G such that bTS=b, so that by Lemma 1, TS e Aut G and a fortiori, F e Aut G.
Hence we may assume (o, /»)^ 1. If aTe A and if/, designates the greatest power of/» dividing the integer/then bT2 = bTa2 where rp>qp. If aT=bsa3, and aT<£ A, and if sp^qp, then for a suitable integer w, if z=bau, zTe A and G=(z} xA. If íp>op then bT2 = bvat where tfp>ffp. Hence if (o, /») 7U, we see that we may find an element w of G, such that G=(w)>xA and wF' e A for some integer i, 1 g /< 2". Hence F' and F are automorphisms. Theorem 4. If A is abelian and B is finitely generated and abelian then G=AxB is hopfian.
Proof. By the previous theorem, we may assume F=<6>~CM.
By Lemma 1, if A^AT'1 then Te Aut G. Hence we may assume A\iA n AT'1) is infinite cyclic, that is, A = (ayxAnAT-K But A\(A n AT) is contained isomorphically in G\AT which in turn is a homomorphic image of G\A. Hence we may write, A = (a{)A n AT. Hence there is an element S, Se End on A which agrees with T on An AT'1 such that aS=ax-It easily follows that F e Aut G.
Corollary.
If A is abelian and if B is finitely generated and B' the commutator group of B is hopfian then AxB=G is hopfian.
Proof. B'T=B' so that B'T1=B' or else (A x B)¡B'~Ax (B/B') is not hopfian. We present here some general observations concerning F in relation to G\A, where G and F are arbitrary and GjA is an A.C.C. group. (A need not be hopfian in this discussion.)
We note F induces in a natural way, a homomorphism of G ¡AT1 onto G/AT' + 1. Since G/^4 is an A.C.C. group we see that ultimately all these homomorphisms are isomorphisms that is, for s ^ r (Ar+'^T-* = AT', j ^ 1 so that kernel T^AT*. Hence kernel V <= f) ATS, j ^ 1.
sir It follows that a necessary and sufficient condition that F e Aut G is that T' be an isomorphism on A for all fel. Moreover in seeking to prove that Te Aut G it is not restrictive to assume that, for /2:1 and j^ 1,
For if F does not obey the above conditions some power Tx of F does and we could work with Tx instead of F. We will assume (1) whenever it is convenient. We now resume our convention that A is hopfian. Then GxT^Gx, so that G1T-1 = G1. However AT'<=-Z(G), f£l because G=AT ■BT' and AT' is abelian. Hence Gx = AxBx where BX<=Z(B). Hence Bx is finitely generated so that AxBx is hopfian which implies F is an isomorphism on Gx, a contradiction of our hypothesis.
If A is abelian and B is an A.C.C. group, then AxB is hopfian.
In view of the last theorem, it might be of some interest to give an example of a hopfian group A, which is not an A.C.C. group and which is not abelian, but yet every proper homomorphic image of A is abelian. We proceed to do this.
Definition. Let TT be a group and F a group of automorphisms. We will say G is an extension of TT by F, if G consists of elements /«, feF, he H, where multiplication in G is defined by
for/ e F and «( e TT, where h{^ is the image of hx under/2. As an application, let TT be the alternating group on an infinite countable set. Let pt, i-1, 2, 3,..., be a sequence of distinct primes. Then 77 has a group of automorphisms L which is the restricted direct product of cyclic groups of order Pi, /=1, 2,..., and such that (2) holds. L is super-hopfian. Hence G is not an A.C.C. group, every proper homomorphic image of G is abelian and G is superhopfian.
Somewhat along the lines of the previous theorem, we have Theorem 7. Let every proper normal subgroup of A be an A.C.C. group. Let every normal subgroup of B be an A.C.C. group. Then if GjA~B, then G is hopfian.
Proof. Deny. Suppose Fis not an isomorphism on A and kernel T^AT. Hence Bi = iA-AT)jA ~ AT IA n AT ~ AjAx. Now Bi is contained isomorphically in F as a normal subgroup. Hence AjAi is an A.C.C. group. But Ai^-A or else AT<^A contradicting Lemma 1. Hence Ax is an A.C.C. group. But then so is A and certainly then so is G implying that G is hopfian after all.
We now present some observations concerning the group G where GjA has finitely many normal subgroups. Proof. See [4] . Theorem 9. If B has a principal series, a necessary and sufficient condition for AxB to be hopfian is that AT n BT= 1 for arbitrary T of End on (A x B).
Proof. The necessity part of the theorem is clear. Now suppose that AT n BT= 1 for any Te End on (AxB). By the remarks preceding (1) The above gives rise to a homomorphism of A onto Bk, whose kernel is A n AT~k. Hence we have for say 0 < r < s,
Hence, AT" n ATS~T=ATS n A, so that kernel T*<=A, í£l and we may apply Corollary 2, of the previous theorem. Lemma 3. Let B be a group with a principal series. Let P be a property of groups such that: (a) A has a nontrivial normal group A+ such that AjA% has property P.
(b) If A has property P, then AxB is hopfian.
(c) If A*AA and AjA* has P and if Te End on {AxB), then Aj{A* n A*V) has property P far all integers j.
(d) A satisfies the descending chain condition far normal subgroups A* such that AjA* has property P.
Then AxB is hopfian.
Proof. Choose a minimal normal group A* such that A*i=\ and AjA* has property F. Then we may assume A*T¡ n A*=A* for any/'so that A*T~' = A* for 7^0. Now apply Corollary 2 of Theorem 9.
Theorem 11. Suppose either (a) B is finite, and A satisfies the descending chain condition far normal subgroups of finite index, or (b) F has a composition series and A satisfies the descending chain condition for normal subgroups A* such that AI A* has a composition series, or (c) F has a principal series and A satisfies the descending chain condition for normal groups A* such that AI A* has a principal series.
Then G = AxB is hopfian. where q ranges over all integers. Then AiT2' = Ai so that the A¡ are nonhopfian. Hence we may find 7 so that A} = Aj + x. Hence Aj + xT2' = Aj. It follows that kernel T<=A, l'è 1. Now apply Corollary 2 of Theorem 9 to obtain a contradiction. In view of the former result, it might be interesting to give an example of a hopfian group G such that G contains a normal nonhopfian subgroup and such that G obeys the ascending chain condition for normal nonhopfian subgroups. Proof. This is a special case of a more general result. See [6] . Now let <a¡> be a cyclic group of order /», i= 1, 2, 3,.... Let G be the restricted direct sum of the <a¡>. Let Gr be the direct sum of the groups <a(> for l^i^r and let Gr be the restricted direct sum of the groups <af> for i>r. Hence G is the direct sum of Gr and Gr. Now let F* be the set of automorphisms F of G such that there exists an r such that F fixes the group Gr, that is GrT= G" and such that F is the identity map on Gr, i.e., if x e Gr, xF=x. One can see that F* is a group of automorphisms of G. Now if F e F* we may choose r such that GrF= Gr and F is the identity on Gr. Now on Gr, F acts as a linear transformation and we define |F| as the determinant of the matrix representing F on Gr. It may be verified that |F| is well defined, and independent of r. Now let F be the subgroup of F+ of those transformations T, with |F| = 1. We claim that F is simple. To see this let F" be those elements F of F such that GP"T=GP», and F the identity on Gp". We see F is the union of the F". Since the union of an ascending sequence of simple groups is simple, we need only show that the groups Fn are simple. However one can see that Fn~SL(/»n, K) and since AP" = A in K, SL (/»", K) has no center and so is simple by the previous lemma. Now let M be the extension of the group G by F One sees that if gi and g2 are elements in G, g^ 1, g2j= 1, there exists Te F such that giT=g2. One can now see that G is the only normal subgroup of M so that certainly M is hopfian and has a nonhopfian normal subgroup, namely G, and M obeys the ascending chain condition for normal nonhopfian groups.
Lemma 5. Let CAG and suppose that C has finitely many normal subgroups. If Te End on G, then either C n CV = 1 for all positive i sufficiently large, or we canfindC*, C*<^C, C*AG, C*^=\, and a positive integer j such that C*T' = C*.
Proof. If C n CT{ ^ 1, for all i sufficiently large, we may find positive integers r and s, r < s, and normal groups C* and C* of C such that if u is either r or s, CTU nC = C*TU = C* ¥= 1.
Hence iîj=s-r, C*T' = C*. We note at this point that if A is hyper-hopfian, that is if every normal subgroup of A is hopfian, then certainly Theorem 12 guarantees AxB is hopfian if F has a principal series. For instance if the groups M¡ are torsion-hyper-hopfian groups such that elements mu ms of M{ and M¡ respectively, /// have relatively prime orders, then the restricted direct product of the M¡ is hyper-hopfian. In particular one may choose the M¡ to be finite groups.
Theorem 13. If AxB is not hopfian and B has a principal series, then there exists a homomorphic image C of B such that AxC is not hopfian, andZ(C)^ 1, and if T is an arbitrary element of End on (A x C), then T is an isomorphism on C.
Also if CxAC, Cií¿1, then Ax(CjCi) is hopfian. Furthermore, if B has finitely many normal subgroups, and AxB is not hopfian, we can find C with the former Proof. Choose a group C, C a homomorphic image of B, with the number of terms in a principal series for C minimal with respect to A x C being nonhopfian. This guarantees that for all F e End on (A x C), F is an isomorphism on C and A x C\CX is hopfian if Ci#l. Furthermore, since A x C is not hopfian, we may choose FeEn'd on (AxC) so that ATnCT^l.
Hence Z(CF)~Z(C)^1.
Furthermore if B has finitely many normal subgroups, so does C so that if F is any element of End on (A x C), F^ Aut (A x C), then CT n C= 1 for all i sufficiently large or else we could choose C* as in the previous lemma and Ax(C¡C*) would not be hopfian. Then if B has finitely many normal subgroups, AxB is hopfian. Moreover, if the homomorphic images of A are indecomposable as a direct product, then AxB is hopfian. Finally if B is fixed, and A cannot be written in the form (3) with the additional stipulation that A2 be a homomorphic image of B, then AxB is hopfian.
Proof. If A x B is not hopfian, choose C as in the previous theorem and F e End on (Ax C), Cn CT= I, and T not an isomorphism on A. Let N=CT~1 so that (AxC)¡N~A so that we may take Ax = (AN)/N, and A2 = (CN)¡N~C. If A is written in the form (3), then A/Ax n A2=Ax\Ax n A2x A2\AX n A2. Theorem 14. If Z0 = l and Zn+1/Zn=Z(/!/Zn), n = 0, and A\Zn and its center are hopfian for all « ^ 0, then ifB has a principal series, AxB is hopfian.
Proof. Deny. Choose a group E with a principal series and an integer r^O, such that H=A/ZrxE is not hopfian and A(E) = length of a principal series for F is minimal. That is, if A¡Zq x D is not hopfian, and if D has a principal series, then A(F)^ A(D). Consequently, the group C we may associate with F, by the previous theorem, is E itself, so Z(E)^l. If Te End on H, but F^ Aut H, we see from the minimality of A(F) that
However, Z(E) is finite and this contradicts Theorem 3.
Corollary.
IfZ(A)= 1, and if A is hopfian and B has a principal series, then AxB is hopfian.
5. AxB, B «-normal. We begin by giving some examples of «-normal groups. As we have mentioned, we have the groups C(, t=pn+1, p a prime. Or if F is a simple group and B is an «-normal group of automorphisms of F, such that B does not contain any inner-automorphism (different from 1), then the extension of F by F is « 4-1 normal. In particular, if F~ C"», /» a prime, we can find a prime q, q= 1 mod/»n so that C, has a group of automorphisms, B, and extending Cq by F gives us a nonabelian «-normal group. Similarly if TT is the alternating group of arbitrary infinite cardinality, and if F e Aut 77, 0(R) =/»n, and if <F> contains no inner-automorphism except 1, if we extend 77 by <F> we obtain an infinite «-normal group so that nonabelian «-normal groups of arbitrary infinite cardinality exist.
Until further notice, F shall represent an «-normal group, with normal subgroups, Proof. Let FeEnd on G, FeAutG. Then by Lemma 6, AAT<=G for all j>0, which implies AAT~' = G for/>0. Hence A\A n AT~'~B and one may show (as in Theorem 10) that if the groups A n AT~', j=l, 2, 3,... are not distinct, then T is an automorphism. Now let us assume, without loss of generality, that F satisfies the condition (1), and that AT n BT = B¡T for all r ^ 1 (for some fixed i, ig 1) and that i is maximal in the sense that if BUT <= AT n BT for some q ^ 1, then u Ú i.
(For if F does not obey these conditions, some power of F does, and we could then work with this power of F.)
Now we define,
With the aid of (1), we see FjF=Fi + 1 so that RT=R, and F^l, since kernel T^R. Moreover, the groups R¡ are all distinct, for if say Rm = Rm+1, then Rj = Rm forj > m and hence R=Rm. But then with the aid of Lemma 7, we see Bt + xc Rxc F.
Hence, AR = AxBs, s > i.
Hence, (AR)Tm = ATmRTm = ATmR = ATm = ATmBsTm so that BsTm<=BTm n ATm, a contradiction of the maximality of i. We now define F° = F0 and Fn + 1 = R'T^Rq, « ^ 0.
By induction and the previous lemma, we see that Fn+1 is a proper subgroup of Fn and Fn= H ^^ where y ranges over all integers ^ -« for each «2:0. Moreover if we consider the homomorphism of Fn onto Fn_1, induced by F for «ï: 1, we see that the preimage of Rn is exactly Fn +1 so that Rn/Rn+1 ~ Rn-iIRn, » à 1.
Furthermore, if we consider the homomorphism of F° = F0 onto Fi induced by T, we see that the preimage of F0 is exactly F1 so that R°IR1~R1IRo. Now one may see that RXIR0 is isomorphic to a normal subgroup of AT/A n AT~B. Also with the aid of (1) we see, Proof. It suffices to prove TT is hopfian since any homomorphic image of TT satisfies the same hypothesis as TT in any of the three situations. Let us assume that (a) holds. Let Te End on H. In the notation of the corollary to Lemma 12, we have B^Li =L{T and L{T is generated by the groups BT', i£ 1. Hence, since F is finitely generated, we can find r such that Now since F is an A.C.C. group, so is BT', i^O, and hence so is F. Consequently, F is an isomorphism on ET' for all i sufficiently large and positive. However, Lx is the union of the groups ET', fè 1. Hence in view of (4), we see F is an isomorphism on L\. But from the corollary to Lemma 12, Li=LiT'1 and so T is an automorphism. Now suppose the assertion of (b) is false and choose a counterexample AB=H so that B has the fewest number of normal subgroups among all possible counterexamples. Let Te End on 77, F not an isomorphism on A. Then we can find r>0 such that F n BT'= 1 for all i^ror else by Lemma 5, we can findy>0 such that BifTi-B^ for some normal subgroup, F* of B, F*/1. Furthermore, T1 is an isomorphism on F because of the "minimality" of F. Hence, 77/F, = [L4F,)/(F,)](F/F") is not hopfian, which contradicts the "minimality" of B. Hence r exists as asserted, and so we see from Lemma 13 that B is abelian. Hence F is finite. This contradicts part (a) of our theorem.
Finally for (c) we may proceed by denying that G is hopfian. Hence we may choose B* and A* such that H* = A*B*, A*AH*, B*AH*, A* super-hopfian, B* a
